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Abstract— Intelligent intersection managers can improve
safety by detecting dangerous drivers or failure modes in au-
tonomous vehicles, warning oncoming vehicles as they approach
an intersection. In this work, we present FailureNet, a recurrent
neural network trained end-to-end on trajectories of both nom-
inal and reckless drivers in a scaled miniature city. FailureNet
observes the poses of vehicles as they approach an intersection
and detects whether a failure is present in the autonomy
stack, warning cross-traffic of potentially dangerous drivers.
FailureNet can accurately identify control failures, upstream
perception errors, and speeding drivers, distinguishing them
from nominal driving. The network is trained and deployed
with autonomous vehicles in the MiniCity. Compared to speed
or frequency-based predictors, FailureNet’s recurrent neural
network structure provides improved predictive power, yielding
upwards of 84% accuracy when deployed on hardware.

I. INTRODUCTION

Safety is critical for the adoption of autonomous vehicles
(AVs) on roads, especially as an increasing number of
vehicles are deployed on the road. Given that failures and
errors will always exist, methods must be developed for
identifying issues with autonomous vehicles and alerting
vehicles with enough time to take action. Infrastructure-
based methods, such as intelligent intersection managers,
can observe drivers for longer duration for improved failure
detection. In addition, control of the intersection provides an
extra level of safety, especially for cross-traffic collisions.

In this work, we consider an intelligent traffic light that
monitors vehicles for failures and warns oncoming traffic to
prevent collisions. Existing approaches such as driver mon-
itoring systems require in-cabin sensor placement for driver
monitoring which can capture more information but requires
access to the vehicle itself, whereas an external monitor
does not require access to the vehicle. Furthermore, current
approaches are typically limited to vehicles observed within
the field-of-view of the vehicle, whereas external monitoring
from an intersection manager can monitor vehicles as they
approach an intersection.
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Fig. 1: An intelligent intersection warns oncoming traffic of
dangerous drivers by observing driving behaviors as vehicles
approach the intersection

In our approach, an intersection manager observes a ve-
hicle’s trajectory as it drives near an intersection and uses
FailureNet, a recurrent neural network (RNN), to detect
whether a driver’s behavior is caused by a planning or
actuator failure (Fig. 1). Our learning-based approach is
trained to detect failures from generated data within the
MiniCity, a 1/10th miniature city where multiple autonomous
vehicles are deployed simultaneously. We induce vehicle
failures in the scaled hardware, ranging from control failures
(injecting noise to speed and steering) to perception failure,
and train FailureNet on this novel dataset. We demonstrate
the accuracy of FailureNet and our ability to warn oncoming
traffic by deploying in the MiniCity with multiple vehicles
and compare to multiple baseline approaches.

In summary, we make the following contributions:
1) An end-to-end algorithm for detecting vehicle failures and

warning oncoming drivers using intelligent traffic lights;
2) A pipeline for generating and deploying failure-induced

driving styles for training various failure detectors;
3) Training and evaluation of FailureNet in a physical

1/10th-scaled MiniCity with fully autonomous vehicles
and intelligent traffic infrastructure.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Monitoring Ego Driver

The ability to detect failures in AV stacks or anomalies
in human drivers is crucial for trust in AVs. Recent work
[1], [2] has explored methods for introspective monitoring
of the AV stack for faults and anomalies by observing the



state of the vehicle. For human drivers, neural networks
learn from on-board vehicle diagnostics to identify driver
anomalies [3] and [4], [5] use onboard cellphone data to
train a network to identify different driving styles. [6] use
a simulator to generate erratic driving and detect anomalies
with a neural network. Other learning-based approaches use
supervised learning [7] or reinforcement learning [8] to
detect rare events in time-series data. In [9], a Gaussian Pro-
cesses models nominal human driver based on pre-recorded
human driver trajectories, and identify anomalies in an AV if
observed steering is outside a 95% confidence interval. Non-
learning approaches include identifying faults with a Kalman
filter [10], [11] and analyzing the frequencies in driver
steering [12] to identify driver fatigue in a simulation. In all
these methods, the network requires access to the vehicle’s
internal state, from driver inputs to software outputs, to
accurately identify driver anomalies which limits monitoring.

B. Monitoring Surrounding Traffic

For autonomous perception and planning, many systems
monitor surrounding vehicles to predict the driver’s state or
agent’s future motion. In [13], a dataset of anomalies is
generated, and a detector is trained on images to identify
anomalous scenes. In [14], the eyesight of other drivers
is used to predict lane change intent. [15] use eye-gaze
observations to predict inattention for collision avoidance.

Instead of predicting the driver’s state or driving behavior,
trajectory predictors predict future trajectories directly. [16]
use an LSTM to predict acceleration profiles and compare
to classic driver models such as the intelligent driver model
(IDM). They evaluate on the NGSIM Highway dataset com-
paring predicting vehicle position and actual position. [17]
uses a graph-based LSTM to predict dynamically feasible
trajectories for robots navigating around multiple agents. In
both examples, robots and agents act nominally without fail-
ures present. In addition, predicting entire trajectories during
rare failures may not be necessary or possible, especially
without explicitly modeling whether a failure is occurring.

C. Infrastructure-based Systems

Intelligent intersection managers can be used to both
observe traffic participants and direct drivers to prevent col-
lisions. [18], [19] discuss various approaches for monitoring
intersections. In [20], multi-camera views are fused to predict
incoming traffic for an intersection. [21] uses an LSTM to
predict driver intention at intersections. In both, datasets that
typically only experience nominal driving behavior are used,
and rarely capture dangerous driving behaviors. In [22], a
deep Bayesian network is used to predict driver intentions at
intersections and validated with field experiments.

Once a dangerous driver is detected, an intelligent inter-
section manager should actively warn oncoming traffic of
dangers. [23] use a simulator to validate a collision detection
algorithm for cross traffic at intersections. For preventing
collisions, [24] propose a hybrid scheduler-controller to
provide provably safe intersections and in [25], a supervised
intelligent reservation manager modifies existing reservations

Fig. 2: Vehicle Driving Through the MiniCity Intersection

in the presence of catastrophic failures. In [26], [27], full-
scale cars are deployed on closed courses to evaluate human
driver acceptance of V2I recommendations. However, given
the inherent dangers with full-scale testing of failure modes
at intersections, previous work have been deployed either
purely in simulation [25] or deployed with nominal driving
behaviors [26]. In this work, we deploy on real hardware
in a miniaturized city (Fig. 2) with multiple autonomous
vehicles of various driving behaviors. This allows us to train
and deploy reckless drivers using a physical platform without
similar safety concerns.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The goal of this work is to successfully identify vehicles
with planning or sensor failures before the vehicles arrive
at an intersection. Specifically, we consider an intersection
and the surrounding roads flowing into the intersection that
is monitored by an intelligent intersection observer and
manager. We assume that under normal operation (nominal
driving), each vehicle j navigates to various locations in the
city autonomously, with a high-level route planning, low-
level path planning, and motion control. A vehicle failure
is defined as a significant degradation of one or more
sub-components of the autonomous vehicle, for example,
decision-making, perception, or low-level control. We as-
sume that a vehicle’s failure persists through the duration
of driving and is represented by a latent failure variable,
z j ∈ {0,1} where 1 =Unsa f e, 0 = Sa f e.

The goal of the intersection manager is to observe the
vehicles and (1) detect whether a vehicle is failing and if
so, (2) mitigate intersection collisions by warning oncoming
traffic. The intersection manager only has access to infor-
mation observable externally. Specifically, the intersection
manager observes pose of each of agent p j,t = [xt ,yt ,θt ]
and the goal of traffic light is to provide an estimate ẑ j,t
of whether vehicle j is experiencing a failure, and if so,
communicate to incoming vehicles.

A. Failure Modes

On-road collisions can occur due to various types of
vehicle failures. In this work, we focus on identifying failure
modes that manifest in the driving behavior of the vehicle
before the point of collision at an intersection. While some
failures may present when it is too late to mitigate a collision,



we focus on driving or control failures that may manifest
as the vehicle approaches the intersection. We consider
four types of vehicle failures of reckless driver profiles
for the vehicles, motivated by reckless human driving and
autonomous vehicle failures.

1) Random Periodic Control Failure: The first type of
failure is a random additive noise applied to the control
output of the vehicle, steering, and acceleration. This failure
mode is chosen to demonstrate a persistent random vehicle
failure or poor driver abilities. Specifically, a random steering
and speed noise is added to the desired steering and speed
outputted by the autonomy stack.

δt = δcommand,t + εδ ,t , vt = vcommand,t + εv,t , (1)

where vt and δt are the instantaneous velocity and steering,
vt,command ,δt,command are the commanded velocity and steer-
ing by the autonomous controller, and εv,εδ are random noise
variables. The noise is added to the control output (steering,
speed) and not the actuator output (motor current).

The velocity and steering profiles are chosen as

εδ = Aδ sin
(2π

Tδ

t
)

(2)

and

εv,t = Av,T ·Hold(Tv)

Av,T ∼ U[a,b]

where U[a,b] is a uniform distribution with lower and upper
limits a and b, respectively, and Hold(Tv) maintains a
constant value for duration Tv. We choose time constant Tδ

and Tv such that the noise propagates to meaningful periodic
movement of the vehicle.

2) Lane Detection Offset Failure: Upstream failures in
the perception of the vehicle, such as a failing lane detector,
can lead to observable and dangerous scenarios. We consider
a failing lane detector that outputs an incorrect lane line.
Similar to the other failure modes, we consider a non-
catastrophic failure such as a biased lateral shift of the
outer lines. For each outer lane line detected, the line is
shifted laterally by a distance s̄. The shifted lane line is then
processed by the vehicle’s path planner which generates a
centerline that is shifted by approximately s̄/2.

3) Speeding Driver: Speeding drivers were a contributing
factor in 29% of all deaths on the road totaling 11,258
fatalities [28]. We simulate a speeding driver by increasing
the desired speed of the driver from 0.3m/s to 0.5m/s. The
steering of the vehicle is unaffected; however, the vehicle
attempts to maintain a desired speed of 0.5m/s. The high
speed of the vehicle leads to increased steering oscillations
due to dynamic instabilities, in addition to overshooting tight
turn radius in the approach to the intersection.

4) Manual Reckless Driver: Finally, to capture a wide
breadth of driving styles, we consider a hybrid failure mode
generate by allowing a human driver to command the vehicle
in a reckless manner.

(a) Periodic Steering and Speed (b) Speeding Driver

(c) Lane Detection Offset (d) Manual Reckless Driver

Fig. 3: Failure Modes. Four failure modes are deployed into
the MiniCity to capture varying types of anomalies, ranging
from low-level control errors (a), (d) to high-level planning
failures (b)(c).

IV. FAILURENET

We propose a learning-based approach, FailureNet, which
relies purely on external pose information of each vehicle
for detecting vehicle failures. In this section, we describe
FailureNet’s network architecture, and in the subsequent
section, our training pipeline using the MiniCity.

A. Model Architecture

Our goal is to learn a function approximator

ẑt = f (Xt ;θ) (3)

where ẑt is the predicted state of the vehicle and Xt is
the sequence of poses starting from pt to pt−L. In general,
individual approximators may be deployed for each vehicle
j, ẑ j,t however, for the purpose of this work, we consider
estimating the status of a single vehicle and drop j for
simplicity.

An end-to-end autoregressive modeling framework (Fig. 4)
can be deployed to learn a proper representation from spatio-
temporal input observations. To do this, we parameterize a
recurrent neural network (RNN) with the following states
update rule:

ht = gRNN(pt ,ht−1) (4)

where ht ∈ Rnh is the hidden state of dimension nh, and gRNN
is the non-linearity of the model.

We decode the hidden state through an encoder-decoder
architecture, where the hidden state of the RNN compartment
at the end of the input sequence, hT , is decoded to output
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Fig. 4: FailureNet Model Architecture

predictions via a multi-layer perceptron f (·), as follows:

ŷt = f (hT ) (5)

The decoded hidden state is then passed through a sigmoidal
output layer:

ẑt = σ(yt) (6)

where σ(·) is a logistic sigmoid function and ẑt ∈ (0,1)
corresponding to 0 = Sa f e, 1 =Unsa f e.

During training, we utilize a binary cross-entropy (BCE)
loss function constructed as follows:

L (zt , ẑt) = zt log(ẑt)+(1− zt) log(1− ẑt). (7)

where zt are the ground truth labels for whether a planning
or actuation failure is occurring.

B. Choice of the Recurrent Neural Networks

To encode input sequences, we can use gated recur-
rent neural networks such as the long short-term mem-
ory (LSTMs) [29] or gated recurrent units (GRUs) [30].
Moreover, recent advances in end-to-end sequence modeling
frameworks in robotics environments [31], [32], [33] showed
the intriguing representation learning capabilities of a new
class of continuous-time neural networks called liquid time-
constant networks (LTCs) [34]. LTCs are nonlinear state-
space models [35] that are described by ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) [36] or in closed-form [37] and are re-
duced to dynamic causal models [38], a framework through
which the system can learn the cause-and-effect of a given
task [33].

We use the closed-form representation of liquid neural net-
works, named a closed-form continuous-time neural network
(CfC), as a baseline in our work to equip FailureNet with
the state-of-the-art sequence modeling pipeline. CfC cells are
given by the following representation [37]:

ht =σ(− f (ht−1,Xt ;θ f )t)⊙g1(ht−1,Xt ;θg1)+

[1−σ(−[ f (ht−1,Xt ;θ f )]t)]⊙g2(ht−1,Xt ;θg2).

Here, f , g1, and g2 are three neural network heads with
a shared backbone, parameterized by θ f ,θg1 ,andθg2 , respec-
tively. Xt is the exogenous input to the network, t stands for
input time-stamps, and ⊙ is the Hadamard product.

Fig. 5: Collision between an AV with planning failures and a
nominal autonomous vehicle inside a MiniCity intersection.

V. TRAINING AND DEPLOYING IN THE MINICITY

End-to-end learning approaches for failure detection de-
pend heavily on ground truth labeled data. For driving
environments, existing datasets typically lack failure cases.
Generating these failure cases is far too dangerous with full-
size vehicles. We utilize a novel scaled testing environment,
the MiniCity [39], which enables us to generate failure
modes for training auto-regressive neural networks.

A. The MiniCity Evaluation Platform

The MiniCity is a 1/10th scale experimentation platform
for testing and evaluating robotics research in autonomous
vehicles. Scaled houses, roads, grass, and traffic lights make
up a realistic aesthetic of the MiniCity, with intersections
and roundabouts for simulating dangerous and interactive
driving scenarios. Each vehicle in the MiniCity consists
of state-of-the-art sensors, such as a Velodyne Lidar and
Zed camera, and runs a full autonomy stack from high-
level mission planning to low-level control. This allows us
to deactivate various components of the autonomy stack
to simulate catastrophic failure and measure the impact on
vehicle driving.

An external motion capture provides ground truth posi-
tion for each vehicle and simulates GPS for onboard state
estimation. Individual vehicles fuse multiple sensor modal-
ities, including simulated GPS, to localize in the MiniCity,
while we utilize the high-rate motion capture for collecting
training data and evaluating the performance of FailureNet.



In addition, a high-definition road map is provided to each
vehicle for navigating in the MiniCity.

B. Training on Reckless Drivers in the MiniCity
Each vehicle in the MiniCity runs a full autonomy stack,

implemented in ROS, to navigate within the city setting.
Reckless driving is simulated by injecting various failure
modes in the AV stack, as described in Sec. III. For high-
level failure modes such as lane detection and speeding, we
modify the upstream planning nodes, whereas for low-level
failures such as noisy controls, we create a noisy driver ROS
node that injects random noise at the output. Each intersec-
tion contains a signalized traffic light that communicates with
vehicles over ROS. Figure 5 shows an example failing AV
colliding with a cross-traffic driver.

During training, a single vehicle navigates in the MiniCity
autonomously, with human monitoring and handovers in case
of on or off-road collisions. Figure 6 shows the training poses
captured for four failure modes: periodic noise, lane shift,
speeding, and nominal driving. In addition, a manual joystick
and first-person-view steering setup can be used to collect
manual reckless driving. The ability to deploy autonomously
with multiple vehicles enables large-scale collection of driv-
ing, for a total of over 3 hours of driving data. Additionally,
we augment the dataset of collected trajectories by applying
a sliding window to generates additional sequences for
training.

To simulate the consequences of vehicle failures that
may not manifest purely in driving style, we simultaneously
deactivate the vehicle’s collision avoidance and traffic light
compliance. During training, we intentionally ignore these
effects by training with a single vehicle (removing effects of
collision avoidance) and removing trajectories immediately
before and after the intersection (affected by the deactivated
traffic light following) so as to not bias the model towards
these effects. Similarly, during deployment, we do not evalu-
ate predictions immediately before and after the intersection.

C. Detecting Failures and Warning Cross Traffic
The intelligent traffic lights in the MiniCity monitor the

oncoming traffic positions, both to provide reservation-based
traffic management [40] for nominal autonomous driving and
to monitor the traffic for anomalies. In this work, we focus
on learning to detect anomalous drivers directly from pose
information, as such, the traffic manager accesses the pose
information published from the motion capture. FailureNet
receives each vehicle’s pose at 2Hz and inputs a sequence of
L previous poses into the RNN. If fewer than L poses have
been received, the detector does not output a prediction. If
FailureNet’s output is above a detection threshold Z̄, then a
warning is sent to AVs approaching the intersection. Vehicles
outside the intersection entrance do not receive warnings and
can proceed normally.

VI. RESULTS
A. Baselines
We implement non-RNN baselines to benchmark the perfor-
mance of the RNN failure estimators. The baselines include

(a) Periodic Noise (b) Lane Detection

(c) Speeding (d) Nominal

Fig. 6: Trajectories collected in the MiniCity used for training
and evaluation.

two thresholds based on filtering the input, a Kalman Filter,
and a multi-layer perceptron (MLP).

1) Speed Threshold: The vehicle speed is computed based
on previous L poses and a threshold is computed based on
either the average or max speed. We compute an estimate
ẑ = 1

L ∑
L
i st ≥ S̄ or ẑmax = maxst where st = ||x2

t + y2
t ||1/2.

We iterate over possible thresholding values and choice of
maximum or average speed, and choose a threshold that
maximizes overall validation accuracy.

2) Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) Power Threshold: For
noisy inputs, we first compute the FFT of the trajectories, to
distinguish between noise profiles applied at the steering and
speed. We compute the one-dimensional FFT of the vehicle
yaw and select the higher-order modes for thresholding,
ω2 . . .ωL/2. We choose a threshold on the maximum or
average spectral power (P(ωk) = |ωk|2) of the sequence, by
searching through possible thresholds P̄ which produces the
highest validation accuracy.

3) Kalman Filter: A Kalman filter is also applied to noisy
vehicle trajectories to evaluate the failure of the trajectory.
To be specific, the failure is evaluated by setting a threshold
δκ to the measurement post-fit residual of the Kalman filter,
which is absolute distance between the observation and
filter predicted position. The Kalman state is in dimension
6, which includes 3-dimensional position/orientation and
corresponding velocities. The optimal threshold δκ is 0.2,
which was found by grid search.

4) Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP): We explore three dif-
ferent multi-layer perceptrons (MLP) with varying inputs to
classify the failure state. We tune a standard MLP to deter-
mine the number of hidden layers, dimension, and dropout to
maximize accuracy with the input being a concatenation of
the poses in the previous L timesteps. We train two additional
networks, with the same MLP architecture, but add a pre-
filter at the network input which computes either the speeds



TABLE I: FailureNet Accuracy on Validation Data

# learnable Accuracy in %
Method parameters All Periodic Lane Shift Manual Speeding Nominal

Speed Threshold 0 70.68 83.59 7.22 0.33 100.00 99.37
Speed + MLP 5,569 74.86 97.95 37.91 32.67 100.00 88.10
Kalman Filter 0 60.29 92.30 75.86 81.48 100.00 36.79
FFT Threshold 0 55.40 0.0 0.00 5.67 4.73 99.19
FFT + MLP 6,209 93.00 95.38 92.06 73.67 100.00 97.11
MLP 8,129 97.44 96.41 97.11 93.67 100.00 98.38

FailureNet-LSTM 26,049 98.42 97.44 98.19 96.33 99.32 99.10
FailureNet-GRU 21,633 97.78 94.36 95.67 95.00 98.65 99.55
FailureNet-CfC 1,936 97.78 92.82 100.00 92.33 98.65 99.46

st or FFT of the inputs ωk.

B. Model Accuracy on Validation Data

We evaluate the accuracy of our neural network based
on the true positives (TP) and true negatives (TN), where
accuracy = T P+T N

P+N , where positive (P) samples correspond
to vehicles with failure modes and negative (N) are nom-
inal drivers. In both evaluation and deployment, a positive
(failure) detection is threshold at ẑ > 0.5.

In Table I, we report the detection accuracy for each
method on both the entire validation dataset (failure modes
and nominal drivers), as well as accuracy in detecting each
individual failure mode. The RNN architectures (LSTM,
GRU, CfC) provide the highest accuracy rates over the base-
lines. FailureNet-LSTM is overall the best performing, with
highest accuracy on the most difficult failure mode (manual
driver). FailureNet-GRU and FailureNet-CfC provide the
highest true negative rate on the nominal driver validation
data. One advantage of FailureNet-CfC is its relatively small
size compared to the other RNNs and MLP (which require
10× and 4× the parameters, respectively).

(a) Nominal Driving

(b) Lane Detector Failure

Fig. 7: FailureNet deployed in the MiniCity distinguishes
between nominal drivers and reckless drivers. Input sequence
of poses (green line) are used by the network to output a
prediction of the vehicle’s failure status (red/green sphere).

TABLE II: FailureNet Accuracy Deployed in MiniCity

Method All Periodic Lane Shift Manual Speeding Nominal

Speed Threshold 73 100 8 98 100 100
FFT Threshold 21 13 1 7 2 98
Kalman Filter 71 75 78 92 94 21
MLP 74 65 75 79 64 88

FailureNet-LSTM 84 79 90 95 69 84
FailureNet-GRU 79 56 88 86 64 95
FailureNet-CfC 84 79 87 78 85 87

C. Safety Evaluation in the MiniCity

Finally, we deploy FailureNet in the MiniCity with two
vehicles, one that drives nominally and one that drives
with one of the failure mode activated. Figure 7 shows the
detector deployed in the MiniCity, with the input sequence
and prediction visualized. We deploy each method and failure
mode for 3 minutes each and evaluate the accuracy of the
detector, running at 1Hz. In Table II, we report the accuracy
for various baselines and RNNs, in various failure settings.
When evaluating FailureNet, if a manual handover is required
(such as immediately before or after a collision), then we
do not record detections immediately before and after a
collision. This ensures that we do not unintentionally reward
FailureNet for identifying manual takeover maneuvers. We
find that FailureNet-LSTM and Failurenet-CfC perform best
in the MiniCity, with an overall accuracy of 84%. The speed
threshold performs well on the failure modes with speed
components, however, fails to identify the lane shift failure
mode since speed is unaffected. In contrast, our approach
performs well across all failure modes and outperforms the
MLP when evaluated online.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we present an end-to-end method for identi-

fying failure modes presented by drivers as they approach an
intersection. We utilize a 1/10th scale MiniCity to generate
a dataset of various driving and vehicle failure modes to
train an RNN to identify drivers with failures in planning
and control. When deployed in the MiniCity, FailureNet
accurately detects vehicle failure and can provide proactive
warnings to oncoming traffic. While we train and validate our
approach on only a subset of failure modes, our approach is
general to various types of failure modes. In addition, the
use of a miniature platform for learning to detect rare and
dangerous events can be extended to future studies.
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